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About This Game

For the first time ever, The Master Chief’s story comes to PC. Featuring Halo: Reach along with Halo: Combat Evolved
Anniversary, Halo 2: Anniversary, Halo 3, the Halo 3: ODST Campaign and Halo 4, this is the definitive Halo experience.

Honoring the iconic hero and his epic journey, The Master Chief’s story is brought together with a total of 67 campaign
missions plus more than 120 multiplayer maps (including the original Halo Combat Evolved maps) and Spartan Ops maps. Now
built for PC with mouse and keyboard support and up to 4K UHD and HDR, this is the collection Halo fans have been waiting

for!
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Title: Halo: The Master Chief Collection
Genre: Action
Developer:
343 Industries, Splash Damage, Ruffian Games
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: Coming Soon

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English,French,Italian,German
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Version 1.2.3 Released:
Hey there!

As we gear up for Wrack: Exoverse, we decided to port some of its engine updates over to Wrack. Here's a quick rundown of
what's changed:

Wrack is now run in 64-bit mode. This may fix many technical issues people were having.

Added the fullscreen windowed display type. This allows you to play in fullscreen without Wrack taking exclusive
control of your display.

Made a fix to the music multi-threading to prevent potential infinite loops.

Thanks, and happy 

ing!. Version "Get Yout Mod On!" Released!:

</img>[www.wrackgame.com]
We're thrilled to announce that our next biweekly update, "Get Your Mod On!", is here! This is a big one, because it introduces
FULL Steam Workshop support, the ability to browse mods through Wrack itself, new sound effects, new modding capabilities,
and plenty more! You can see the trailer for it all right here:
<iframe width="560" height="315" src="http://www.youtube.com/embed/4sA7ZuKY3co"></iframe>
FULL CHANGELOG
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Mods can now be submitted to Steam Workshop through WrackEd! They can be subscribed to and played through 
Wrack as well.
Workshop submissions (both maps and mods) can now be updated after publishing through WrackEd!
Wrack now automatically downloads updated versions of subscribed Workshop items.
Added new gib sound effects! Gibs now make sounds as they bounce off of things.
Added two new trooper death animations.
Updated the display name of numerous objects in the editor.
Added the "object shoots" face action activation type, which allows face actions to activated by shooting it.
Updated the map format to accomodate the new face action activation type. Older maps will need to be run through
mapconvert\MapConvert.exe
Added the GetVelocity() AI script command, which returns the object's current velocity.
Added new AI script commands for debugging mod development: AddOutputInt(), AddOutputBool(),
AddOutputString(), and PrintOutput().
Added some cutscenes to the right side of E1L6 to better clarify what the switches do.
Fixed a bug that prevented the railgunners from gibbing properly.
Fixed a bug that prevented leaderboard replays from being watched on leaderboards with multiple entries.
Fixed a bug that prevented the "enter" key binding from saving properly.
Separated the subscribed map/mod menus in Wrack.
Fixed a bug that prevented replacement textures in object spawned by spawners to not properly precache.
Fixed a bug that allowed you to quicksave during intermission.
Fixed a bug that prevented secrets from being re-findable after restarting a map in Time Attack/Score Attack.
Knockback from rockets is now affected by the Doomsphere.
Damage done to yourself from rockets is now affected by the Doomsphere.
Fixed a bug that caused colorized sections of text spanning multiple lines to mistakenly be reset on subsequent lines.

It's already out on Steam and the website, and should be up Desura shortly.. Version "Support the Troopers" Released!:
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</img>[www.wrackgame.com]

We're pleased to announce that our next biweekly update, "Support the Troopers", is here! This latest update introduces a new
model for the Arcturan troopers, achievement graphics, and numerous visual tweaks which you can see in action in the trailer
here:

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="http://www.youtube.com/embed/pxqj7qEmJjM"></iframe>

FULL CHANGELOG

Arcturan troopers now have their own unique model! As a result, they're now further differentiated from the soldiers.
Added achievement graphics! All of the currently unlockable achievements now have graphics, with the rest to come
soon.
Added some Arcturan gut gibs which spawn for both the soldiers and troopers.
Added more detail to the bazooka texture.
Greatly improved the spike ball texture.
Bloom mapped the lights on the supply crate projectile trap.
Gibs now cross over monster blocking planes.
Fixed an editor crash involving pasting objects and undo/redo.
Fixed an editor crash involving using undo while creating a prism.
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Fixed a bug that caused Score Attack mode to mistakenly use your regular playthrough high score on a map, rather then
your high score in Score Attack mode.

. Wrack: Starfall Kickstarter Next Week!:
In case you haven't heard, we have some big news! We're making a new game in the Wrack universe, and it's called Wrack:
Starfall!

We're launching a Kickstarter for it where we'll have all sorts of details about the game. Is it a first-person shooter or third-
person orc dating simulator?! Find out when the campaign goes live next week on Monday March 28th!

Thanks everybody! This is going to be fun.. Version "Now in Color!" Released:
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</img>[www.wrackgame.com]
We've got another great update for you! This update, "Now in Color!", significantly enhances the overall brightness and color
depth of the game. It also adds a new form of anti-aliasing, some new screen effects, and plenty more! You can see for yourself
the difference it all makes in the update trailer:

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="http://www.youtube.com/embed/TaB9NDtTeQo"></iframe>
FULL CHANGELOG

Significantly brightened many of the game's textures and graphics! The game's overall contrast should be much better
now.
Added a new form of anti-aliasing: FXAA! This reduces pixelation of numerous edges, including weapon outlines and
textures.
Updated the lightmapping blur algorithm to produce better results. Mappers also have more blurring choices!
Faces now take up less less lightmap space due to no longer needed a pixel-wide border.
Lowered the level ambient lighting from 64 to 16 to produce more contrast.
Optimized the rendering of decals. There's still some more work to do, but it should be a bit better now.
Lowered the max. number of decals on a single face from 512 to 256.
Made some tweaks to the bloom algorithm. It now samples a more even distribution of pixels on the screen to blur.
Added support for angle/pitch offsets for various screen shaking effects, and applied it to the weapons (including the
Hyperblade when it hits something).
The gamepad now rumbles when an object is struck with the Hyperblade.
Brightened and increased the duration the dynamic lights attached to weapons when they fire.
Barrel gibs now spin around.
Made some lighting/architecture adjustments on E1L1.
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Added some bloom maps for several E1L1 textures.
Removed a couple of duplicate faces on E1L4.
Fixed an issue that prevented killed monsters that activate a checkpoint from being gibbed.

. Wrack Turns One!:

Wrack is now celebrating the 1 year anniversary of its release! To celebrate, both the game and the OST are a whopping 75%
off until Monday! Plus, we're doing a few more fun things to celebrate, like podcast episodes discussing the game and its
development, a developer commentary playthrough of the game, and other fun things! Be sure to come hang out all week!

(This post will be edited as more things get done.)

Chat room:
steam://friends/joinchat/103582791434807552

Podcast episodes:
http://gamedesignpodcast.finalbossentertainment.com/?p=110
http://gamedesignpodcast.finalbossentertainment.com/?p=112. All Autumn Sale Proceeds Going to Bobby Prince Medical
Fund:
Unfortunately, we have some bad news. Bobby Prince, the composer for Wrack, has been diagnosed with colon cancer. He
underwent a procedure for it last year, was thought to be cancer free, but unfortunately it's seen a recurrance. He will be
undergoing another procedure and his family is asking for support.

We'll be doing our part to help out. We'll be giving 100% of Wrack's proceeds from the Steam Autumn Sale to the Bobby
Prince Medical Fund. Hopefully, this will help them reach their goal of $10k. If you'd like, you can also donate directly to the
campaign by going to this link:

{LINK REMOVED}

Get well soon, Bobby!. Version "Fall Into Darkness" Released!:
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Things just keep getting better and better with our next biweekly update, "Fall Into Darkness"! This HUGE new update
introduces episode 1's extra level, E1L6', the powerful Blast Guard, and a prototype of the level's boss, Giggordo! It's all in the
trailer right here:

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="http://www.youtube.com/embed/_O20yLyJM-w"></iframe>

FULL CHANGELOG

Added a new level: E1L6'! This is the extra level for episode 1, and is accessed from E1L6 through a secret exit.
Added the Blast Guard! This is an artifact that makes rocket jumping much more viable. It is found on E1L6'.
Added a prototype of Giggordo, the E1L6' boss! No model or animation just yet, but the gameplay is there.
Added and reworked many of the E1L6 textures! They're now much more crisp and colorful.
Added some new trooper melee sounds.
Made some texturing and lighting tweaks to E1L6.
Updated the title sequence, along with the title screen.
Added several new items to the gallery.
Added the new QuakeAttack() AI script command, which works similarly to RadiusAttack(), but only affects objects on
the ground.
Added several new sentry-related AI script commands.
Fixed a bug that prevented the "Restart" command from working properly in Time Attack/Score Attack mode.
Fixed a bug that would result in certain face actions being activated upon restoring a quicksave.
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Fixed some aspect ratio issues when displaying a few images that take up the whole screen.
Fixed a bug that prevented the map convert tool from converting multiple maps at once.

. Version 1.2.1 Released (and in the Humble Bundle!):
Hey there folks!

We're happy to announce that Wrack v1.2.1 is here! This patch addresses some performance issues, fixes some bugs, and some
other things. Here's the full rundown on what's changed:

Made an optimization to reduce slowdown when objects are deleted from the world (like particles).

Using the Hyperblade's finisher no longer disqualifies you from getting the "Katana-rama!" achievement.

Reduced texture memory usage and got rid of some unnecessary texture files. This should reduce the number of crashes
due to being unable to load certain textures.

Improved the handling of setting your frame rate higher than your monitor's refresh rate when vsync is enabled.

Added several new posters to E1L1 and E1FINALE.

The Guardsphere now has a brightness map attached (meaning certain parts of it glow).

Music/sound effect volume now default to 0.5.

Aggregate lighting now defaults to off.

Weapon camera movement now defaults to "reduced".

But that's not all! Wrack is currently a part of the Humble Bundle, and will be until May 7, 2015. We're happy to be a part of it
alongside some great games like Freedom Planet and Brawlhalla! You can find the bundle here:

https://www.humblebundle.com/weekly

Thanks everyone! Hope you all enjoy some more 

!
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